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I. A BSTRACT
Code review is widely considered a best practice for
software quality assurance [1]. The Modern Code Review
(MCR) process—a lightweight variant of the traditional code
inspection process [2]—allows developers to post patches for
review. Reviewers (i.e., other team members) are either: (1)
appointed automatically based on their expertise [3]–[5]; (2)
invited by the author [3], [6], [7]; or (3) self-selected by
broadcasting a review request to a mailing list [8]–[10].
Reviewer opinions about a patch may differ. Divergent
reviews can slow integration processes down [9] and can
create a tense environment for contributors [11]. For instance,
consider review #12807 from the Q T BASE project.1 The first
reviewer approves the patch for integration (+2). Afterwards,
another reviewer blocks the patch from being integrated with
a strong disapproval (-2), arguing that the scope of the patch
must be expanded before integration could be permitted.
Those reviewers who provided divergent scores discussed
whether the scope of the patch was sufficient for five days,
but an agreement was never reached. One month later, the
patch author abandoned the patch without participating in the
discussion. Despite making several prior contributions, this is
the last patch that the author submitted to the Q T BASE project.
We set out to better understand patches with divergent
review scores and the process by which integration decisions
are made. To do so, we analyze the large and thriving O PEN S TACK and Q T communities. Through quantitative analysis of
49,694 reviews, we address the following research questions:
(RQ1) How often do patches receive divergent scores?
Motivation: Review discussions may diverge among
reviewers. We first set out to investigate how often
patches with divergent review scores occur.
Results: Divergent review scores are not rare. Indeed,
15%–37% of the studied patch revisions that receive
review scores of opposing polarity.
(RQ2) How often are patches with divergent scores eventually integrated?
Motivation: Given that patches with divergent scores
receive both positive and negative scores, making an
integration decision is not straightforward. Indeed,
integration decisions do not always follow a simple
1 https://codereview.qt-project.org/#/c/12807/

majority rule [12]. We want to know how often these
patches are eventually integrated.
Results: Patches are integrated more often than they
are abandoned. For example, patches that elicit positive and negative scores of equal strength are eventually integrated on average 71% of the time. The
order in which review scores appear correlates with
the integration rate, which tends to increase if negative
scores precede positive ones.
(RQ3) How are reviewers involved in patches with divergent scores?
Motivation: Patches may require scores from additional reviewers to arrive at a final decision, imposing
an overhead on development. In reviews with divergent
scores, we set out to study (a) if additional reviewers
are involved; (b) when reviewers join the reviews; and
(c) when divergence tends to occur.
Results: Patches that are eventually integrated involve
one or two more reviewers than patches without divergent scores on average. Moreover, positive scores
appear before negative scores in 70% of patches with
divergent scores. Reviewers may feel pressured to
critique such patches before integration (e.g., due to
lazy consensus).2 Finally, divergence tends to arise
early, with 75% of them occurring by the third (Q T)
or fourth (O PEN S TACK) revision.
To better understand divergent review discussions, we qualitatively analyze: (a) all 305 of the patches that elicit strongly
divergent scores from members of the core development
teams; (b) a random sample of 630 patches that elicit weakly
divergent scores from contributors; and (c) a random sample of
305 patches without divergent scores. In doing so, we address
the following research questions:
(RQ4) What drives patches with divergent scores to be
abandoned?
Motivation: In RQ2, we observe that 29% of the
studied patches with divergent scores are eventually
abandoned. Since each patch requires effort to produce, we want to understand how the decision to
abandon patches with divergent scores is reached.
2 https://community.apache.org/committers/lazyConsensus.html

Results: Abandoned patches with strong divergent
scores more often suffer from external issues than
patches with weakly divergent scores and without
divergent scores do. These external issues most often
relate to release planning and the concurrent development of solutions to the same problem.
(RQ5) What concerns are resolved in patches with divergent scores that are eventually integrated?
Motivation: In the 71% of patches with divergent
scores that are eventually integrated (see RQ2), the
reviewer concerns are being addressed. We set out to
study which types of concerns are typically addressed.
Results: In O PEN S TACK and N OVA, reviewer concerns
are more often indirectly addressed (e.g., through
integration timing) in patches with strong divergent
scores than patches with weakly divergent and without
divergent scores. On the other hand, in Q T BASE,
reviewer concerns are often directly addressed through
patch revision, irrespective of whether divergent scores
are present.
Based on our results, we suggest that: (a) software organizations should be aware of the potential for divergent
review discussion, since patches with divergent scores are not
rare and tend to require additional personnel to be resolved;
(b) automation could relieve the burden of reviewing for
external concerns; and (c) authors should note that even the
most divisive patches are often integrated through constructive
discussion, integration timing, and careful revision.
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